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the year of Vancouver’s incorporation, a substantial 
amount of gold was discovered on the other side of the world at 
Halls Creek in Western Australia, and Perth went boom.  Whether 
here or there, then or now, it’s always about land and gold.

Conveniently, the technology that would turn land into gold was 
refined in 1887 when an Edison acolyte by the name of Frank 
Sprague introduced the first viable electric streetcar to Richmond, 
Virginia.  And within years, pretty much everywhere else.  

Vancouver  c.1890

In 1886

Vancouver was quick on the take-up: the first trolleys started 
running down Granville in June, 1890.  Perth had its opening day
on Hay Street in September, 1899. 

Perth, 1899



THE FIRST SPRAWL MACHINE
Imagine: for the first time, the average working person was freed 
from animal power – whether their legs or a horse’s.  As a 
consequence the city could expand rapidly beyond the constraints of 
the foot, into greenfields where land was now accessible and cheap.  
The city could become suburban.

For the next thirty years, cities became creations of the streetcar, a 
collection of suburban villages, corridors of development, with tracts 
of single-family homes and small apartment buildings comfortably 
connected  but sufficiently removed from work and industry.  The
electric streetcar was the first great sprawl machine.  

But since the automobile was still to come, there was no need for  
extensive amounts of parking – a problem that would eventually kill 
off the streetcar village and replace it with the shopping centre.

Today, it’s still possible to find remnants of that era.  In fact, it’s 
easy.  Wherever streetcar villages remain viable, they anchor some 
of our best neighbourhoods, the ones with pedestrian scale.  

Vancouver: Broadway emerges 
….



STREETCAR VILLAGES
These suburban high streets have some common characteristics, 
regardless of the class or income of those they serve:  The scale of 
the street is low, usually no more than two or three storeys, with the 
occasional apartment block popping up above the tree line. The 
sidewalks are narrow and so are the shopfronts: they come up to the 
footpath, they often have bay windows or recessed doorways, there’s 
an awning overhead.  

The village is ideally anchored by a medium-sized grocery store; there 
may in rare occasions still exist a cinema; there inevitably is a 
Starbucks or local equivalent.  There are many restaurants but few 
chains.  

Shoppers arrive by multiple means: foot, transit, car, bike.  If the 
village has been abandoned by transit (a regrettable decision probably 
taken in the 1940s) and most people come by car, then there may well 
be parking lots in the blocks behind.  It doesn’t matter: people will still 
drive round and round, looking for a spot on the street.

Main Street and 25th Avenue

Streetcar villages often decline, but it’s hard 
to kill them off.  They find ways to reinvent 
themselves, typically by hosting small 
independent businesses, housing the 
creative classes and serving ethnic 
communities.  Then they gentrify and start 
the cycle anew.



Kerrisdale:  41st Avenue

Grandview: The Drive

Here are two 
outstanding 

examples of thriving 
streetcar high 

streets in 
Vancouver, on either 

end of the social 
spectrum: 

Commercial Drive 
and West 41st.



So here’s what to do when visiting a new city - at least one like 
Perth that boomed in the streetcar era.  Search out a map of the
old tram and trolley system, and, if transit still runs, go check out a 
century’s worth of urban evolution.

In Perth, for instance, Beaufort Street and Albany Road exemplify  
corridor development, combining both streetcar village and 
automobile strip.  Others, like Rokeby Road in Subiaco, are vibrant 
villages extensively traffic-calmed.

Beaufort 
Street

Bay View Terrace

Rokeby
Road

Albany 
Road

In the western suburbs of Perth, there is evidence of the synergistic 
relationship between commuter rail (the Perth-Fremantle Railway -
started in 1881, revitalized in 1983) and the tramway system. 

Whenever  there was  a block or two between the rail station and
the locally serving tram line, residents coming or going to town
would have to walk the distance between the two, past the shops 
and services that today have retained their retail vitality by serving 
the most affluent neighbourhoods in Perth.  Check out Napoleon 
Street in Cottesloe or Bay View Terrace in Claremont.  Don’t try to 
drive; they’re jammed with SUVs and BMWs.



Subiaco: Rokeby Road

For more on Rokeby Road and 
the creation of Subi Centro 

around the old Perth-Fremantle 
Railway station, click here for 

Price Tags 54.

For a look at the Melbourne 
tram system, click here for 

Price Tags 56.

Claremont: Bay View Terrace

http://www.northwestwatch.org/publications/pricetags54.pdf
http://www.northwestwatch.org/publications/pricetags56.pdf
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URBAN EVOLUTION

Denman and Comox c. 1990

Here on Denman Street in the West End, 
developed just before the streetcar arrived 
in 1900, you can see a fascinating 
example of how urban form responds to 
opportunity.  A residential street was 
transformed into a retail village when the 
owners of the homes filled in their front 
yards with shops to take advantage of the 
streetcar line.

It also explains why it’s now illegal to build 
that kind of streetcar village: there’s no 
offstreet parking.  In the case of the West 
End, it doesn’t matter.  Because of the 
highrise boom in the 1960s, the density is 
high enough to provide enough customers 
within walking distance.



Here’s another example: West 41st Avenue through the highrise 
district of Kerrisdale.  The high-density zoning extends only three 
blocks on either side of the low-scale shopping street - just as no 
one in the West End is more than three blocks from a shopping 
village and transit connection along Davie, Denman and Robson.  
That three-block distance is about the maximum that people will 
walk – something the streetcar entrepreneurs intuitively under-
stood.

Streetcar line

Interurban  rail

Though high density is often opposed because of the fear that it
will generate intolerable traffic, in fact the opposite seems to be 
true.  The residential streets of Kerrisdale and the West End are 
generally quiet; most people walk.  

Ironically, though these districts look 20th-century ‘modern,’ they 
function more like 19th-century streetcar neighbourhoods prior to 
the dominance of the automobile.



Unfortunately, that’s the flaw in most New Urbanist projects.  While 
they try to reduce auto dominance and emphasize connectivity, their 
densities are rarely high enough to create a critical mass of viable 
retail within walking distance. Often It’s tough to establish a workable 
corner store.  Consequently, people drive to more traditional 
shopping centres with abundant parking, disconnected from the 
residential neighbourhoods they serve.   

Retail in Ellenbrook

In Ellenbrook, a planned community outside Perth, the retail struggles. 
While in Joondalup, a regional town centre, the traditional shopping-
centre and parking-lot model prevails, draining activity from the 
pedestrian-scaled streets nearby.

Retail in Joondalup



Grocery store, Grocery store, 
restaurant, restaurant, 
pharmacypharmacy

BankBank

Newsstand, Newsstand, 
Post OfficePost Office

A real-life shopping district requires a grocery store, a bank, a 
pharmacy, a post office - not just coffee shops and restaurants.   
And for that you need about ten thousand people in the trade area.   
That’s why the West End, with forty thousand people, can support 
four grocery stores, one in each village along the transit streets of 
Denman, Davie and Robson.  

Vancouver has found one way to recreate the streetcar village 
(without the streetcar).  In Concord Pacific, where the residential 
densities are substantial, a high street has been created in the block 
between Davie and Marinaside.  

The planners, sceptical that people would actually walk, required 
that Concord provide 230 underground spaces to serve the grocery
store.  As far as I know, they have never been fully utilized, since 
most people do in fact walk.  Indeed, if there is insufficient parking, 
it’s the lack of enough bike racks out front.  



BRILLIANT NEW URBAN LANDSCAPES  

Click here for a short slide-show essay “The Aesthetics of Urban Renewal”
on Slate.com by Witold Rybczynski.  It’s about the Groundswell exhibit at 
the Museum of Modern Art in New York, on the re-emergence of landscape 

architecture in shaping complex urban landscapes. 

http://slate.msn.com/id/2114188/  


If at first you can't see 
the big picture - squint

It will be Sydney’s biggest public art installation, and the first close-up view 
those disembarking from ships at the Sydney passenger terminal get of 
the metropolis.

So what exactly is it?

Etched onto the facade of the planned 15-storey commercial strata 
building in King Street Wharf will be a version of Max Dupain's iconic 1939 
photo Bondi, as part of a plan to create the city's biggest public art 
installation.  Once completed, the image of a man and woman standing 
side by side on the sand looking out to sea will stand 48 metres high and 
51 metres wide.

The building's architects, ARM, will etch the oversized outline of the image 
into the treatment of the balconies on each floor.

http://www.smh.com.au/
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Subiaco Oval from Hay Street
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